
Promote at the Point of Sale
AJS has designed and manufactured tap handles, displays, 
and more since 1987. Our large selection of high-quality 
stock and custom products are proudly handcrafted in the 
U.S.A. in a variety of materials to achieve your desired look.*

Custom Design Services
We have an in-house design team that can take your idea 
from concept to completion, or work cooperatively with a 
design team of your choosing. We will work with you closely 
to reach your goals cost effectively and with the shortest 
lead times possible.

Tap Handles and More!
In addition to tap handles, we offer many other options to 
promote your products, including:

* To be cost competitive, labor-intensive orders may be manufactured at our 
   wholly-owned subsidiary in China with customer approval.

Stock handles, hardware, shields, and more 
are available at our online store. 

Shop Now!
ajstaphandles.biz

(volume discounts available)

 Beverage Samplers
 Flights & Paddles
 Illuminated Signs
 Chalkboards
  Edge-lit Acrylic Signs
 POP Displays
 Cooler Door Handles
  Promotional Items

If you have an idea for something new - ask us! We may be 
able to produce it for you.

Contact us today to get started 
and Get Noticed!

920.994.4300



History
AJS Tap Handles is a division of Hankscraft Inc. Founded 
in Madison, Wisconsin in 1920, Hankscraft is privately held 
with over 300 employees, providing customers around the 
world with a wide range of products and services.

Since 1987, AJS has been manufacturing tap handles and 
point of purchase displays for the beer industry and is 
now the largest tap handle producer in the United States. 
Our ability to accommodate small order sizes, paired with 
our high volume capabilities gives our customers ultimate 
flexibility. No matter where you are in the development 
process, we’ll help you take your idea from dream to reality! 

Follow Us

920.994.4300

sales@ajsinc.com

M-F 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Central

Contact Us!

ajstaphandles.com

Custom Tap Handles 
Manufactured in the U.S.A.*

920.994.4300
sales@ajsinc.com
ajstaphandles.com

Wood      Urethane      Injection Molded      Metal
Acrylic      Markers/Knobs      Hardware      POS/POP

Sustainability
AJS is a trusted industry leader 
and we are committed to using raw 
materials from sustainable sources 
to preserve our environment for 
generations to come. Our zero-waste 
wood plant only purchases materials 
from FSC certified lumber yards. 


